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        Foreword

The Creative Case for Diversity (the ‘Creative Case’) is an exciting yet potentially
complex area for arts organisations. For Balbir Singh Dance Company (BSDC) the
conversation it has sparked is both welcome and timely. 

As a highly culturally diverse company, BSDC is familiar with much of the terrain
outlined by the Creative Case. The company exemplifies diversity at all stages of
its creative process: it is to be found in the creative director’s background and
formative experiences; among the company’s collaborators, artists and
performers; in the themes explored in its work; and, importantly, in the diversity
of audiences which this work attracts. Indeed, company director Balbir Singh
describes diversity as the ‘life blood’ of the company. BSDC even operated for a
number of years under the name of ‘Diversity Dance’.

In a sense, the very fact that diversity is inherent to BSDC’s work rather than an
aspiration or ‘add-on’, makes describing its diversity in typical Creative Case
terms seem almost redundant. Yet there are challenges, albeit less obvious ones,
that do speak to the need to reflect on the Creative Case at different levels.

Recent experiences have offered a particularly interesting opportunity for this kind
of reflection. The company has found itself developing and performing a number
of pieces that have illuminated challenges to the Creative Case in different ways.
Some of these challenges have propelled the company to achieve real ‘Creative
Case success’, while others suggest change is needed at a structural level.

This has prompted Balbir Singh to ask of the company: ‘how can we meet the
challenges and where will this take us on our journey?’ The following document
explores this question and points to the direction of travel that flows from it.
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Balbir Singh Dance Company
consistently attracts highly
diverse audiences, many of
whom are completely new to
the performing arts
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        Introduction:
        Ways of exploring the Creative Case

There are many ways in which one can explore the Creative Case for Diversity.
Elsewhere BSDC has unpicked the subject in terms of Balbir Singh’s own diverse
background 1, and the company will continue to reflect on how the diverse
experiences and perspectives of everyone involved in the company inform its work. 

This document seeks to do something different, by reflecting on those areas where
pursuing the values embedded in the Creative Case has thrown up challenges.

The document is organised in four sections. It begins by setting the company’s
diversity in context: starting from Balbir’s own diversity, extending out to the
diverse worlds with which the company engages and finally to the diversity of
audiences who are drawn to the work.

Section 2 discusses the main challenges that the company encounters as a
culturally diverse maker of work. The centrality of live music in the Kathak tradition
is identified as both a strength and a challenge. Kathak’s improvisatory character is
likewise recognised as being a double-edged sword. The availability of performers
who can work in this way is discussed. Finally, the changing nature of Kathak
training itself is considered. 

The third section explores what these challenges mean in practice. Using two case
studies as a starting point, it explores how the Creative Case has recently played out
concretely for the company – in terms of creating and evolving its work, performing
it, and its reception by audiences.

Finally, in section 4, the document pulls together the lessons that can be learnt from
this experience. Where strengths are identified it proposes ways of building on
them. For areas that suggest unmet need, it points to potential solutions that the
company feels could be considered – at the organisational, national and
international levels.

1   Life Blood: a personal response to the creative case for diversity, Balbir Singh Dance Company, 2017
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Balbir Singh Dance –
a ‘minority in a minority
in a minority’
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1.    BSDC’s diversity in context

BSDC is widely recognised in the arts sector as being a company that presents
innovative work of a high artistic quality, with a track record of making work that is
highly accessible to diverse audiences.

At the core of its creative approach of course is Balbir Singh’s dual training in the
north Indian Kathak and western Contemporary styles. The diversity that flows
from this has provided new and exciting opportunities for performers and
audiences alike, in the form of work that seeks to synthesise the diverse artistic
traditions of India and the West.

Over recent years, Balbir Singh’s creativity has extended this synthesising approach
into exciting, uncharted artistic territory, making work that entails collaborating
with performers from completely outside the arts world, notably from sport, in
particular rugby, ice-skating, BMX cycling and swimming. 

This has ensured that audience diversity is also a core feature of the company
approach to the Creative Case: BSDC’s significant achievements in making work
that attracts non-arts audiences means that many people who see a BSDC piece are
not only seeing dance for the first time, they are also experiencing non-European
styles and themes that they might otherwise never encounter.

In all these senses, BSDC’s work can be seen as a de facto exemplar of the Creative
Case in action.

Yet the process of creating this kind of work and bringing it to an audience is not
easy. Dance, itself a minority discipline within the performing arts is, for BSDC,
further narrowed by the company’s focus on a particular classical Indian style –
Kathak. As if this were not a sufficiently small community in the UK, the company
then finds itself in a still smaller minority for its pioneering use of ‘non dance’
(indeed ‘non arts’) practitioners in its work in order to achieve BSDC’s now
celebrated sport-art collaborations. 

This is why Balbir Singh has observed that his company is working in ‘the minority
of the minority of the minority’. It is an apt description and one that leads to
interesting challenges at a number of levels.
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2.    Challenges in delivering the work

2.1     Centrality of music in the classical Indian tradition 

Music, particularly the use of live music, is a key element of the north Indian
classical tradition. 

Unlike much western contemporary work, in which a pre-recorded soundtrack can
be applied relatively late in the creative process, the Kathak tradition in which
Balbir Singh has been trained sees choreographer, dancers and musicians working
together from an early stage. The performance itself is profoundly shaped by this
collaborative approach; not only is there a sense of ownership among performers,
the presence of live music in the performance also creates an energy for the
audience, producing an emotional affect which is sometimes not present in
conventional mainstream dance.

For performers this is not always an easy journey. For example, when working with
ice skaters Balbir has found resistance to the idea that a completed musical score
was not available from the outset. 

Nor is there a ready supply of diverse musicians able to work in the north Indian
style and with Indian instruments. The company has been fortunate that its
composer-in-residence, the Anglo-Indian musician Jesse Bannister, is fluent in both
north Indian and western jazz styles. His extensive professional connections help
provide BSDC with access to appropriate musical talent, yet even this often leaves
the company struggling to find culturally diverse musicians – or even local
musicians who can adapt.

2.2     Improvisatory nature of Kathak

A second challenge, which the company encounters on a regular basis, derives from
Kathak’s use of improvisation in performance. This fundamental feature of Kathak
has similarities with western traditions such as jazz. But unlike that musical form,
BSDC’s hybrid work often require specialist locations in which to practice – and
securing swimming pool or ice rink time for rehearsing can be frustratingly difficult.

The sheer scale and ambition of some of BSDC’s work also adds pressure during the
development stages: shaping an improvised process within a huge space like a
swimming pool is a challenge in itself, albeit one that the company has
demonstrated an ability to overcome.

It is not simply a logistical issue. It goes without saying that improvisational
approaches are also challenging for some performers, especially those unused to
Kathak’s demands. Even Balbir Singh’s non-traditional work borrows heavily from

Live music is a vital
component of BSDC work –
not only for audiences, but
for the dancers too
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the Kathak approach – it is fast paced and ‘in the moment’ – and is for many
dancers an entirely new way of working. Here, there is a developmental role for the
company: Balbir Singh has built the confidence and improvisational abilities of a
number of artists over the years. In this way the company plays an important role in
professional development.

Yet, in common with any organisation that develops its performers, retaining them
is a further hurdle for BSDC. The best improvisers will be highly sought after – and
hence not always available further down the line when the company needs them
again for subsequent performances.

2.3     The talent pool

As a Leeds-based dance company, BSDC is proud to be part of putting the city and
the region on the UK dance map. However, it remains an unfortunate reality that
most classical Kathak training – and therefore most Kathak dancers – are still to be
found in London.  

It is virtually impossible to recruit within the north of England. Yet the budgetary
implications of bringing performers from the south are prohibitive. In any case, the
company is keen to keep pushing to develop the northern talent pool. The
company’s dedication to professional development means BSDC continues to be
popular among dancers at an early stage of their career, for the unique opportunities
it offers them to grow and expand their professional horizons, but finding performers
with the high level skillset and approach required, continues to be a challenge.

2.4     Changes in the teaching of Kathak

One final challenge comes from within the Kathak community itself. Recent years
have seen a number of leading Kathak practitioners begin to question the quality of
Kathak teaching in the UK. Among the range of organisations offering Kathak
training very few are in practice developing their students to professional level.

The number of new emerging professional Kathak dancers is miniscule. This may be
partly a consequence of the poor prospects of a full time career. If so, are venues
and programmers providing enough opportunities to justify making Kathak an
attractive career choice? 

Looking to the future, the Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing (ISTD) no longer
requires dancers to work with live music at exam level up to grade five, a move
which could have a damaging effect on the next generation of Kathak dancers and
their ability to relate with confidence to live music in performance.
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3.    Case studies

3.1     Case study 1: Champion of the Flatlands

Champion of the Flatlands is a hybrid sport-dance piece featuring Kathak and
Contemporary dancers and a BMX cyclist. A ‘boy meets girl’ story underpins the
action and, as is usual for Balbir Singh’s work, it is performed alongside live
musicians who play the company’s signature mix of western and Indian music with
a range of instruments including tabla and saxophone.

Flatlands has been performed at London’s Southbank (Urban Festival), NRTF in
Cornwall, for rural audiences throughout the north (Dance across the North), in
Canada (Contact East, New Brunswick), and most recently in Balbir’s home town of
Bradford (at Kala Sangam).

3.1.1    Evolution of the piece

As has been noted above, Balbir Singh’s method encourages performers to
participate in the development of the work. This impacts positively on both the
work and the performers themselves. For Keelan Phillips, a young champion
‘flatlands’ BMXer, it was a revelation to discover an artistic dimension to his sport.
This grew him as a performer, even if the next step – integrating his cycling into a
narrative dance work proved more challenging.

While Keelan’s involvement was clearly a very positive experience – he brought
energy and sportsmanship to the piece – it was only once Jean Francois-Bouillane
was brought in for the Canadian performance that Flatlands evolved artistically, as
the French Canadian’s more creative mindset allowed BMX to become more
integrated into the work.

Balbir was able to retain this new aspect of the piece, drawing out new qualities in
Keelan’s UK performances and generally strengthening Flatlands for the future.

3.1.2   How it was received

At Southbank Champion of the Flatlands was presented at an outdoor festival with
audience free to dip in and out of the various works on offer. Southbank’s festival
organisers noted that audience retention was strong for this kind of festival. This
was seen by organisers as a success in Creative Case terms, and has led to BSDC
being asked to return to Southbank with more outdoor work.
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Flatlands was the most popularly programmed piece in the 28 venue Dance across
the North tour. The tour, which was later used as an Art Council Case Study, reached
audiences who had never seen contemporary dance before. As one blogger put it:
“I’ve never been to a live performance of modern dance, let alone one with BMX and
Indian music thrown in. I’m so glad we went! I just loved the music. Sax, cello, guitar
and a fantastic performance on the drums seemed to cross cultures effortlessly and
matched the energy of the dancers, who were just mesmerising!”

At Southbank and on the rural tour, the cast had worked together in earlier
performances; they had begun to improvise effectively from a position of knowing
both the piece and each other. 

In contrast, for the Kala Sangam performance, a last minute injury meant a
replacement cyclist (obviously a central role) arrived with literally an hour to spare.
It is perhaps a tribute to the adaptability of Flatlands that, despite these challenges,
the audience at Bradford was very positive about what they saw: 100% of audience
members who gave feedback for Audience Finder felt the quality of the performance
was ‘good’ or ‘very good’. And 70% agreed strongly that they would be ‘likely to
recommend it to others’. 3

Champion of the Flatlands at
Southbank. Audience retention
was higher than usual for this
outdoor festival performance.

3   Audience Finder data, accessed February 2018
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3.1.3   Reflections

Champion of the Flatlands has shown both the rewards and challenges of building
work around pioneering individuals. The richness brought to the piece by Keelan in
the UK and Jean Francois-Bouillane in Canada also made it vulnerable to performer
availability for the Bradford date. And yet the idea of drawing on unique, individual
skills and contributions to pave the way is very much in the spirit of the Creative
Case; in that sense, accepting risk is an inherent part of the Creative Case. 

Furthermore, the piece has been an effective vehicle for performers’ professional
development. For example, it has been gratifying for the company to see Abirami
Eswar grow beyond being simply a traditional dancer as she has learned to work
and interact with the BMXer in the piece. As a direct result of working on this and
other BSDC pieces, and under the mentorship of Balbir, Abi has begun to take up
roles elsewhere, in far more wide ranging kinds of work than a traditional Indian
dancer would ordinarily be qualified to do.

As a way of attracting young people and bringing new audiences towards the arts,
Flatlands has also been highly effective. A short film of Kathak dancer Sooraj
Subramanian with Keelan Phillips on his BMX has been successfully used by venues
as part of their online promotional efforts to attract younger audiences.

Flatlands toured the north of
England as part of Dance Across

the North. Rural audiences were
thrilled by the novel mix of dance
and BMX, and the piece showed
its versatility on being equally
well suited both to traditional
stage settings and more ad hoc

rural venues
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3.2     Case study 2: Love and Spice

Love and Spice is another hybrid work – this time combining dance with food, and
includes a chef cooking live on stage so that the audience experiences a multi-
sensory feast of sights, sounds and aromas – even getting to taste the food and mix
with the cast at the end of the show.

At an earlier stage in its evolution than Flatlands, Love and Spice had only been
performed on the rural tour and at the Hat Factory, before its most recent outing at
Kala Sangam as part of the same double bill as Champion of the Flatlands.

3.2.1   Evolution of the piece

In common with Flatlands, Love and Spice was conceived as a piece that could evolve
over time. As a first, pioneering step towards integrating dance and cooking, high
level dancers will be key to its maturing as a piece. When these are not available (in
Bradford for example, no less than 12 high level male dancers were contacted without
success) it can be impossible to cast from within the classical Indian tradition.
Evolution is therefore sometimes a slow process, as the artistic vision meets the
reality of a limited pool of classically trained artists.

3.2.2   How it was received

On the Dance Across the North rural tour the unique mix of dance, music and food
gave audiences an experience that few northern English rural audiences would
ordinarily have. Audiences were ‘thrilled with vibrant and mesmeric performances,
which ... increased their levels of interest, curiosity and understanding about dance
generally and hybrid classical Indian/contemporary dance in particular.’ 2

Interestingly the opportunity for performers and audience to mix over food at the end
was appreciated by the dancers and musicians as much as by audience members,
with several commenting on how it impacted on their outlook as performers.  

At Kala Sangam, Bradford, more than one audience member praised the work in
terms of art’s potential for breaking down cultural barriers. It is also worth noting
the extent to which this piece (and its companion Champion of the Flatlands) were
able to draw a ‘non-dance’ audience to the Bradford venue. 

The evening also attracted the largest audience of anything the venue has programmed
in recent months. More than half were visiting the venue for the first time.

2  Dance Across the North Evaluation Report, Blaize Arts, 2016 

The live music in Love and Spice

was particularly well received by
audiences at Bradford
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Furthermore – and importantly – the audience was culturally very mixed, with a
large number of Muslim audience members.

As Balbir noted: ‘it is very pleasing that a dance style which is itself essentially a mix
of two cultures – Muslim and Hindu – can attract a large Muslim audience: a
community that the venue has hitherto found difficult to engage.’

3.2.3   Reflections

The high calibre performance quality of Sooraj Subramanian in the rural touring
performances contrasted with the challenges encountered in attempting to cast a
male classical Indian dancer of sufficient experience and quality for the 
Bradford evening.

Meanwhile the underlying concept of the work, together with BSDC’s ability to make
dance accessible to diverse audiences led to its positive reception by non-expert
audience wherever it has been performed.

The music, acknowledged as one of the piece’s strengths both on the rural tour and
at Bradford, succeeded partly due to the company’s ability to adapt its musical style
when traditional Indian musicians proved difficult to obtain.

Love and Spice at Barnard
Castle: the first stage in its
evolution, performed by high
level dancers Sooraj
Subramanian and Abi Eswar
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4.    Lessons from recent experience

4.1     Making adaptable work

One of the strengths of Balbir Singh’s approach is that by adopting the Kathak
tradition of bringing narrative to dance he opens up his work to non-expert
audiences. Balbir’s engagement with the sports world further enhances this
accessibility for audiences.

At the same time fulfilling the specific needs of some pieces (for example the need
for a male classical dancer in Love and Spice, the need for continuity of personnel in
the case of the BMX piece) demands access to performers of a level to match the
quality of the work itself – and these are not always available.

Adapting the work to respond to this situation is one solution that can be
considered. And while one would not wish to modify work beyond recognition
simply as a form of insurance, there are positive examples, already in the company’s
repertoire, where adaptability has worked in its favour. 

Decreasing Infinity, a duet, has been performed successfully in a number of
permutations. Initially conceived as a male-male piece, it was later performed as
male-female, still later as female-female, only to come full circle and appear once
again this January with two male dancers (at Nritya Ganga Festival, New Delhi). 

Balbir Singh is now looking at how to make work that is less dependent on gender
specific roles and with less need for specific dance styles.

The development phase of new work may also benefit from bringing together and
working with more dancers than are ultimately required for its performance. The
company intends to test this approach, with the aim of creating a pool of ‘reserve’
dancers whose familiarity with a particular piece means they can be called upon
when needed.

4.2     Replicating the company’s success with musicians

Accessing the right kind and standard of musicians has also posed challenges for
the company. However BSDC feels its success in overcoming this, through a
combination of building up industry connections, making work that is less
dependent on particular styles and nurturing those musicians who have shown an
aptitude for adopting diverse musical styles, is something that the company could
learn from in its development of dancer availability.

Replicating its success with
musician availability will be a key
development for BSDC
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4.3     Looking internationally

Balbir Singh’s characterisation of his company as being situated in a ‘minority of a
minority of a minority’ should come as no surprise to anyone working in the
performing arts today. The classical dance and musical traditions of India, despite
their rich contribution to our culture, remain little known and little practiced in the
UK. Indeed it could be said that this is precisely why the Creative Case for Diversity
has to be made. 

And while the dearth of classically trained practitioners in the UK cannot be
resolved at the company level, recent opportunities have shown how BSDC can
imaginatively use its international links to at least play a part in its solution. A
recent performance of Decreasing Infinity in New Delhi received an overwhelmingly
positive reaction from its Indian audience. As a result, discussions between BSDC
and the festival organisers are underway to bring classical Indian dancers to
England under the choreographic direction of Balbir Singh, a move which has the
potential to inspire and drive up the quality of training and dancers here. 

This reciprocal arrangement will also see BSDC perform in India, with a number of
pieces from its current repertoire being considered, including Champion of the
Flatlands, Broken Tusk, Hopscotch and Decreasing Infinity.

This can potentially offer exactly the level of classical talent that Balbir’s work
demands, growing the company’s international reputation at the same time as
providing a boost to the performance quality of classical dance available to
audiences here at home.

4.4     The future of talent development

Balbir’s deep commitment to developing dancers and others involved with the
company, and his ability to expand their appreciation of the artform, ensure those
who work with BSDC will continue to develop successful careers in the performing
arts. The example of Abirami Eswar is typical: her increased range and confidence to
step beyond the classical Indian tradition in which she has been trained, is leading
to professional opportunities in a range of new areas. 

However such efforts by the company are inevitably only on the smallest of scales.
At the national level, the current state of classical Indian dance in the UK continues
to challenge the ability of companies like BSDC to stage the accessible yet
sophisticated work for which it is rightly celebrated. 

Through its involvement in Leeds Dance Partnership the company continues to
advocate for more support for high quality classical training in the north. However,
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ultimately, funders will need to be part of the discussion on how we can nurture and
support our diverse dance traditions, if the lack of home grown classically trained
musicians and dancers is to be addressed.

4.4     Conclusion

The lessons outlined above are a response to some of the most pressing Creative
Case related issues BSDC has encountered in the course of developing and
presenting recent work. As such they flow directly from the company’s lived
experience. This is their strength. 

But they are far from the last word on the subject. In common with other arts
organisations BSDC is on a journey, learning from the challenges it encounters
along the way. 

It is likely that only some of the solutions proposed will prove effective. However, it
is hoped that by sharing these insights, the company can continue to play a leading
role in the development of the vibrant and diverse arts sector we all seek to create.

Above: Balbir Singh Dance Company’s
Decreasing Infinity being performed by
Sooraj Subramanian and Andre Kamienski
at the Nritya Ganga Dance Festival in New
Delhi, India, January 2018

Left: tributes for the dancers at the
conclusion of the festival




